Abstract  Fundamental science, as well as all communications and navigation systems, are heavily reliant on the phase, timing, and synchronization provided by low-noise and agile frequency sources. Although research into varied photonic and electronic schemes have strived to improve upon the spectral purity of microwave and millimeter-wave signals, the reliance on conventional electronic synthesis for tuning has resulted in limited progress in broadband sources. Using a digital-photonic synthesizer architecture that derives its time-base from a high-stability optical reference cavity, we generate frequency-agile and wideband microwave signals with exceptional dynamic range and with a fractional frequency instability of $1 \times 10^{-15}$ at 1 s. The presented architecture demonstrates digitally controlled, user defined and broadband frequency tuning from RF to 100 GHz with orders-of-magnitude improvement in noise performance over room-temperature electronic wide-bandwidth synthesis schemes.
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1. Introduction

Microwave atomic references, first developed in the 1950’s [1], revolutionized modern time keeping and sparked the development of high-stability microwave sources that are the cornerstone in current navigation, synchronization and communications systems. As the demands on these systems increases, so does the need for even better synthesized frequency sources. For instance, higher spectral purity signals can allow for longer coherence times in quantum information systems [2], improved resolution in opto-mechanical sensing [3] and radio-astronomy [4, 5], better synchronization in large-scale science facilities [6], as well as increased dynamic range and resolution in radar and sensing [7]. Additionally, a future redefinition of the SI second based on an optical atomic clock [8] will shift the primary frequency standard out of the range of electronics, requiring a link between arbitrary RF, microwave, or millimeter-wave frequencies and optical clocks.

For more conventional electronic sources at room temperature, the best performance on the timescale of 0.01–10 s comes from oven-controlled 5 MHz quartz with a stability as good as $8 \times 10^{-14}$ [9]. Further improvements in the stability of electronic oscillators on this timescale have required operation at cryogenic temperatures, with impressive achievements in Q and stability coming from quartz, niobium and sapphire dielectric resonators in the microwave X-band [10–13]. However, the improved 1 s stability typically comes at the expense of spectral purity at time-scales from 0.1–100 μs, where exceptional performance is achieved with room-temperature oscillators employing sapphire and air-dielectric cavities [14, 15]. Although frequency synthesis with these sources has been demonstrated [16, 17], there is generally a compromise between noise performance and the wideband and agile tuning desired for many applications.

As an attractive alternative, room-temperature optical frequency references can provide quality factors on the order of $10^{11}$ [18] (optical atomic clocks enable much higher Q’s $\sim 10^{15}$ [19–21]), and the technique of optical frequency division (OFD) enables the faithful transfer of the optical frequency stability to the microwave domain.
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As a result, photonic generation via OFD has demonstrated enormous gains in electronic signal purity [22] over hydrogen masers, competing photonic architectures [25–27], MEMS based sources [28–30], conventional quartz-based electronics, and has demonstrated comparable performance to cryogenic electronic oscillators [11, 31].

Until now, however, optical frequency division with modelocked lasers has resulted in fixed frequency signals with very limited tuning. Here we introduce a broadband synthesizer architecture that leverages the harmonic nature of OFD and the exquisite timing of optical references to exploit the full utility and resolution of direct digital synthesis (DDS). The presented architecture represents a simple and elegant method for enabling wideband, frequency agile, and precise phase tuning of electronic signals while simultaneously supporting the frequency resolution of optical atomic clocks. Using this technique we demonstrate high fidelity transfer in frequency stability to the microwave and millimeter-wave domains, achieving frequency-agile signals with exceptional dynamic range and up to 15 digits of resolution.

2. Experimental section and methods

Figure 1 shows a conceptual depiction of our experimental technique for realization of a digital-photonic synthesizer (DPS). This Figure accompanies the more detailed experimental set up shown in Fig. 2. Below, the details of the experimental setup and techniques are broken up into two parts: Section 2.1 entails a discussion of the photonic timebase, while Section 2.2 is focused on how we use that timebase to synthesize low-noise radio frequency, X-band and W-band electronic signals.

It is important to note that in our measurements, characterization of the absolute phase noise and fractional frequency instability was obtained using two nearly identical, but independent digital-photonic synthesizers. This required duplication of the digital-photonic setup to provide a reference system with similar performance. In the sections below we describe the setup for a single system, but indicate important differences between the two systems when relevant.

2.1. The photonic timebase

A synthesizer using a time-base derived via optical frequency division (OFD) [32] offers several technical advantages over architectures based on electronic crystal oscillators. Optical reference cavities exhibit extremely low-loss and drift and thereby achieve much higher quality factors (Q ~ 10^{11}) and consequently lower instabilities (10^{-16} at 1 s) than room-temperature electronic resonators [18, 33]. Synthesis begins with the reference in the optical domain, yielding division as opposed to multiplication of the reference noise on the derived microwave carrier. Additionally, high-linearity and high-power photodetectors [34, 35], necessary for conversion of optical signals to the microwave domain, have been shown to support residual frequency instabilities of 10^{-17} at 1 s averaging on a 10 GHz carrier [36], and a phase noise floor approaching 18 orders of magnitude below the carrier [37]. While the latter noise levels are not demonstrated in the measurements presented here, continued research into these novel devices could potentially enable Watt-level microwave signals with high bandwidth, exceptional dynamic range and sub-femtosecond timing jitter.

2.1.1. Optical reference cavity

The microwave frequency comb that serves as the timebase to our synthesis architecture is derived via division by 10^5 of an ultra-stable frequency reference at 282 THz [18]. We employ two optical frequency references, one at 282
Figure 2 Experimental setup for realization and characterization of a digital-photonic synthesizer. DPS_1 is a digital-photonic synthesizer phase locked to an optical reference at 282 THz. DPS_2 is a second digital-photonic synthesizer locked to a second independent optical reference at 518 THz. The second DPS has an identical set up to DPS_1 and is used as a reference to characterize the phase noise and fractional frequency stability of DPS_1. Also included is the W-band phase bridge used for measurement of the tunable 100 GHz phase noise and its fractional frequency stability. Characterization of the 100 GHz photodiode residual noise was obtained by taking the output of a single optical etalon and splitting it between the two 100 GHz photodetectors (see dashed dark red line in the grey inset). DPS- digital photonic synthesizer, MZ- Mach Zender pulse interleaver, PNM – phase noise measurement system, EOM- electro-optic modulator, EDFA- erbium-doped fiber amplifier, SMF – single mode fiber, MUTC-modified uni-traveling carrier photodetector.
of 30 cm). Each laser produced greater than 1 W average power with a usable optical bandwidth direct from the laser that spans 600 – 1200 nm. It is important to note that similar performance can be achieved with an Er:fiber laser with some additional optical engineering to account for the lower native repetition rate, optical power and narrower optical bandwidth [42]. Because the optical frequency comb is a pulsed laser, its optical frequency spectrum is composed of several hundred thousand phase related, coherent and equidistant optical modes. The spectrum of this “optical comb” is characterized by only two RF frequencies, the laser repetition rate, \( f_{\text{rep}} \), that determines the comb spacing, and the laser offset frequency, \( f_{\text{o}} \), that determines the comb offset from zero. Any optical mode, \( N \), of the comb can then be described as \( v_N = f_o + N f_{\text{rep}} \). The optical spectrum of an OFD is stabilized by acting on the laser cavity length using a piezo-actuated mirror, and by changing the laser gain via an acousto-optic modulator acting on the laser pump power. This allows for control of the laser repetition rate and the laser offset frequency, respectively. The laser-offset frequency is measured using the technique of self-referencing described in Ref. [43]. The OFD spectrum is stabilized to the optical reference via optical heterodyne with the cavity-stabilized laser described above [44]. This generates a RF beat note that measures the difference between a single comb line and the cavity-stabilized laser. Feeding back to the cavity length of the OFD to stabilize the frequency of the optical beat signal against a synthesized RF frequency transfers the stability of the optical reference to every optical mode of the OFD. The coherent addition of the optical modes required for modelocking, translates this frequency stability to timing stability of the emitted laser pulse train, such that the pulse-to-pulse timing jitter is less than 1 femtosecond. The conversion of the optical pulse train to a microwave signal is obtained via opto-electronic conversion with an optical photodetector.

### 2.1.3. Optical photodetection

The frequency spectrum of the derived electronic signal from the photodetector is a stable microwave comb composed of equally spaced harmonic tones separated by the pulse repetition rate, \( f_{\text{rep}} \). The optical photodetector in our experiments are based on a modified uni-traveling carrier (MUTC) photodetector design that is optimized for high power handling, high speed, and high linearity [45]. Upon photodetection the optical pulse train is converted to a train of stable electronic pulses that carry the timing and stability of the optical pulse train, but with some loss in dynamic range at higher offset frequencies [46]. Pulse interleaving of the optical pulse train effectively multiplies the native pulse repetition rate from 1 GHz to 2 GHz, which alleviates nonlinearities in photodetection by reducing the energy per pulse [47]. Additionally, the photodiode is operated in a regime whereby its response is most linear, at very high bias voltage (~21V) and at a low photocurrent for the device (18 mA), which minimizes the effects of amplitude to phase noise conversion. At this bias voltage and photocurrent level we extracted a 10 GHz microwave signal strength of +8 dBm directly from the photodiode. Harmonics at lower frequency exhibited similar or slightly higher carrier strengths.

### 2.2. Digital-photonic synthesis

Since optical frequency division provides high spectral purity microwaves only at predetermined frequencies, it cannot directly produce arbitrary, frequency agile, user-defined frequencies as required of a synthesizer of the broadest utility. Some agility of the microwave comb is possible by tuning the repetition rate of the optical pulse train, but this tends to be slow and limited to 1–2% due to stability constraints of the mode-locked laser cavity [48]. A combination of OFD and regenerative frequency division can yield RF signals with extremely low-noise [32], but this does not enable frequency tuning.

A direct digital synthesizer (DDS) offers an attractive approach to synthesis because a single clock input enables digitally generated signals with fast slew rates (<1 μs), precise phase tuning and low residual noise [49]. In more traditional DDS-based synthesis schemes, however, the signal purity is overwhelmed by the timing error of the input clock signal, typically quartz-based. Additionally, the bandwidth of the DDS is typically less than 2 GHz, limited to less than 50% of the input clock frequency. Thus, access to higher frequencies requires multiplication of the DDS-derived RF signal, and consequently the input clock noise. In contrast, the 2 GHz clock supplied via OFD provides a timing stability that is 100 times better than conventional oven-controlled quartz, and 20 times better than the best oven-controlled BVA quartz [9]. This enables DDS derived RF signals whose timing jitter is limited only by the digital electronics.

Furthermore, here we overcome the bandwidth limitations in DDS by leveraging the harmonics of the OFD microwave comb to extend the digital synthesis range. By up- or down-shifting the frequency of any OFD harmonic, \( N f_{\text{rep}} \), using a single sideband mixer by up to \( f_{\text{DDS}} = \pm f_{\text{rep}}/2 \), we can generate any frequency from near DC up to the highest harmonic detected from the OFD. Aside from allowing the potential for continuous tuning, using this digital-photonic synthesis architecture, the electronic noise added by the DDS is additive, not multiplicative.

#### 2.2.1. Radio frequency digital-photonic synthesis

In our measurements, we employed a DDS (Analog Devices 9914) evaluation kit with 64-bit frequency tuning, corresponding to a pHz frequency resolution. The evaluation kit included an analog-to-digital converter, a DDS and a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The DDS was clocked
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with the lowest order harmonic at 2 GHz from the OFD. When clocked at 2 GHz, the DDS could synthesize a tunable analog signal, $f_{\text{DDS}}$, from near DC up to 800 MHz. As mentioned previously, the RF signals derived from the DDS are entirely limited by the noise of the evaluation kit, that yields an excess residual instability of approximately $2 \times 10^{-14}$ at a 1 s averaging time.

### 2.2.2. X-band digital-photonic synthesis

Although the residual noise of the DDS in generating RF signals can be impressively low, its specified instability of $10^{-14}$ at 1 s averaging is still an order of magnitude higher than that supported by the optical reference. As mentioned previously, when using the DDS to shift the frequency of the microwave comb harmonics, the noise in DDS is additive. Based on the DDS specifications we know that, the close-to-carrier residual noise in DDS becomes comparable to that of OFD for harmonics close to 10 GHz. As a result, tuning of the OFD harmonics at 10 GHz and above should enable derivation of signals with the stability and spectral purity limited mainly by the performance of the optical reference.

To further verify this concept we demonstrate the performance of the synthesizer when the 10 GHz OFD harmonic is combined with the DDS output to produce a low noise, tunable X-band signal. As seen in the lower portion of Fig. 1, generation of the agile 10 GHz signal is obtained by combining the $N = 5$ harmonic at 10 GHz from the OFD harmonic spectrum with the synthesized output from the DDS using a single sideband mixer [5]. This frequency converter has 3 input ports (I, Q, and LO), and one output port, RF. The LO port is driven at $+10$ dBm with the 10 GHz from the OFD. Ideally, by driving the I and Q ports in quadrature and with equal amplitude at $f_{\text{DDS}}$, the IQ mixer produces one strong tone at 10 GHz $+$ $f_{\text{DDS}}$ and suppresses both the LO signal at 10 GHz and the image frequency at 10 GHz $-$ $f_{\text{DDS}}$. By switching the phases of the I and Q ports by 90 degrees one can choose which image signal is suppressed. For simplicity a broadband hybrid coupler (5-500 MHz) was employed to split the signal from the DDS input to the I and Q ports of the mixer, which limited our synthesized X-band bandwidth to 9.5–10.5 GHz. Although the amplitude and phase at the output of the hybrid coupler was not perfectly balanced, we observed suppression of the local oscillator and image signals by approximately 30 dB. Careful control of the phase and amplitude to the I and Q ports of the SSB mixer could significantly improve the suppression of the image frequency, and small DC offsets into the I and Q ports can improve rejection of the LO signal.

Characterization of the synthesized X-band signals output from the DPS_1 was compared to the reference DPS, DPS_2, using a double balanced X-band mixer. In our phase noise measurements, the difference frequency between the two tunable 10 GHz signals was always maintained at a difference frequency of 25 MHz. This intermediate frequency was input to a Symmetricom 5125A laser phase noise analyzer for measurement of the phase noise and fractional frequency stability. A low noise 5 MHz quartz oscillator was used as a stable reference for phase noise and frequency counting measurements (5 MHz phase noise of $-120$ dBc/Hz at 1 Hz offset).

### 2.2.3. W-band digital-photonic synthesis

Extension of digital-photonic synthesis to higher microwave frequencies can be achieved via several different schemes. Electronic multiplication can be employed to convert X-band signals to the W-band [50, 51]. While this method is adequate for quartz-based synthesizers, it would degrade the spectral purity and limit the high-frequency noise floor of our DPS microwave signals. An additional drawback of electronic multiplication is that it does not allow for efficient distribution of W-band signals. In our approach described below we employ electro-optic multiplication of X-band signals derived via our DPS to enable both low-noise synthesis of W-band signals and efficient fiber-optic distribution. The latter has immediate applications to radio-over-fiber [52] and at large scale facilities such as free-electron laser centers, as well as in radio-astronomy.

As seen in Fig. 3 we achieve 10 times optical multiplication of our 10 GHz DPS signal by phase modulating a continuous wave (CW) laser at 1550 nm with an electro-optic modulator (EOM) [53–57]. For generation and comparison of agile 100 GHz signals, we employed low-loss EOMs, each driven by independent 10 GHz signals with carrier strengths between 25–30 dBm. The EOMs were used to phase modulate a single 20 mW, 1.5 μm CW laser. Prior to being split between the two EOMs, the laser was amplified to 200 mW using a polarization maintaining Er-doped fiber amplifier. Both EOMs were overdriven by the agile 10 GHz signals, producing multiple phase modulation sidebands (up to greater than ± 5 about the CW optical carrier). The
modulated CW laser was then centered midway between the modes of a fixed frequency 100 GHz spaced optical etalon, each with a 10 GHz optical linewidth. Consequently, the etalon only passed harmonics with the order +5 and −5, yielding two optical lines separated by 100 GHz, with an average optical power of 15 mW, and with residual 10 GHz sidebands -10 dB down from the optical carrier. Although the tuning range in our current setup is limited to 98–102 GHz due to the passband of the optical etalon, agility over a larger band should be possible with a tunable optical etalon or a reconfigurable optical filter. Photodetection of the optically-filtered and DPS-modulated 1550 nm laser with two NEL\textsuperscript{1}, W-band UTC photodiodes [58], biased at −2 V and directly coupled to a WR10 waveguide, enabled us to extract a 100 GHz carrier of -5 dBm (5 mA photocurrent) from each photodetector.

Once the tunable 100 GHz signals were generated, characterization of the phase noise and fractional frequency stability was obtained using a W-band phase bridge built from waveguide components. As seen in Figure 2, in the light grey shaded area, the W-band phase bridge compares the two optically-generated 100 GHz electronic signals by driving the RF and LO ports of a W-band double balanced mixer. Both branches of the phase bridge required amplification for proper operation of the mixer. A low-noise amplifier was used in the RF branch to drive the RF port of the mixer at 0 dBm and a power amplifier was used to drive the LO port of the mixer at +15 dBm. The intermediate frequency output from the W-band mixer at 50 MHz was filtered and amplified and then input to a Symmetricom phase noise test set to evaluate the phase noise and frequency stability.

In our measurements we also characterized the noise contribution of the electro-optic multiplication setup. Evaluation of the W-band photodetectors and opto-electronic multiplication setup residual noise, required that the W-band phase bridge to be driven in quadrature. The two 100 GHz signals were generated by splitting the optical signal after one of the 100 GHz etalons and illuminating both UTC photodiodes. A phase shifter in the RF branch of the phase bridge was used to place the signals in quadrature. The DC signal output from the mixer was then amplified with a low noise IF amplifier and the combined phase noise measured with vector signal analyzer with a bandwidth of 10 MHz.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the results of the characterization of the RF, X-band and W-band signals generated using the digital-photonic techniques described in Section 2. Evaluation of the signal phase noise allows for an evaluation of the synthesizer spectral purity. In the measurements presented below, the noise spectra are presented as the noise spectral density in a 1 Hz bandwidth, normalized to the microwave carrier. For instance, a noise level of −120 dBc/Hz at a 10 Hz offset demonstrates that the noise sideband in a 1 Hz bandwidth on the oscillator, 10 Hz from the carrier are 10 orders of magnitude below the peak of the carrier. Integration over the noise spectra from 1 Hz to Nyquist enable determination of the oscillator timing jitter.

It is important to note that all the measurements presented below of the frequency resolution and spectral purity.
show the combined phase noise and stability for two DPS systems. As a result, the reported phase noise levels are 3 dB higher, and the reported fractional frequency stabilities are up to 1.4 times greater than that of a single system, assuming both systems contribute equally.

3.1. Spectral purity in digital-photonic synthesis

Figure 4(A) shows the measured phase noise levels of signals generated via digital photonic synthesis in three frequency bands: from 5–100 MHz (RF), from 9.5–10.5 GHz (X-band), and from 98–102 GHz (W-band). For signals synthesized in the RF domain, the measured phase noise levels are entirely limited by the noise of the DDS since perfect division of the 2 GHz clock signal to 5 MHz would support a close-to-carrier phase noise level at a 1 Hz offset of less than $-165$ dBc/Hz, and a noise floor below $-200$ dBc/Hz. As a result, the observed phase noise in the lowest frequency bands perfectly match those of the expected DDS 1/f noise and the quantization noise in the 12-bit DAC used in the DDS evaluation kit. A better DAC could offer a lower noise floor and improve the signal timing jitter.

Figure 4(A) also shows the results of the absolute phase noise of the synthesized signals from 9.5 GHz to 10.5 GHz. In Fig. 4(A) we see that the phase noise of the un-shifted 10 GHz harmonic is $-105$ dBc/Hz at a 1 Hz offset from the carrier, falling to a close to $-150$ dBc/Hz. This noise spectrum determines the OFD contribution to the DPS synthesized noise. Synthesis about this carrier with the DDS to generate frequencies between 10 GHz and 10.25 GHz, yield close-to-carrier phase noise levels comparable to that observed at 10 GHz. For tuning of the 10 GHz harmonic beyond 250 MHz, the 1/f noise and the quantization noise from the DDS begins to contribute to the observed phase noise levels. Consequently, the phase noise at 10.5 GHz overlaps exactly with the noise level obtained for DDS synthesis of a 500 MHz RF signal.

Finally, in Fig. 4(A), we observe the measured phase noise of the DPS generated X-band signals that are optically multiplied to the W-band signal near 100 GHz. For all synthesized signals in the band 98–102 GHz, the absolute phase noise is observed to be less than $-80$ dBc/Hz at 1 Hz offset. We would predict that the observed phase noise levels obtained at 100 GHz would be approximately 20 dB higher than the phase noise levels in observed in the X-band near 10 GHz, which would reflect perfect multiplication of the agile 10 GHz signals to 100 GHz. In Fig. 4(A), in the band from 98–102 GHz we observed slight deviations in the increase in phase noise by 20 dB as compared to those observed for synthesized signals near 10 GHz. This deviation most likely results from data being taken on different days, reflecting small changes in the drift of the optical reference cavities and small changes in the servo parameters for locking of the optical frequency dividers. A more rigorous evaluation of the noise in electro-optic multiplication is described later on in this section.

From our measurements in Fig. 4(A) we conclude that RF signals generated from clocking the DDS with the 2 GHz harmonic from the OFD are entirely limited by the residual noise in the DDS. Regardless of the excess noise added via the DDS evaluation kit, we observe that the DDS derived RF phase noise levels are comparable to those produced with the best fixed-frequency quartz oscillator, but here, with the full utility of digital synthesis. The DDS signals in the RF, however, contribute significantly less when used to shift the OFD harmonic at 10 GHz, since the noise of the OFD at 10 GHz and the residual noise of the DDS become comparable. As a result, in Fig. 4(A), we observe that the synthesized signals from 9.5 GHz to 10.5 GHz maintain a combined close-to-carrier noise below $-97$ dBc/Hz at a 1 Hz offset. Integration of the phase noise at this level from 1 Hz to 1 MHz yields an integrated timing jitter that is less than 1 femtosecond. Because we observe that electro-optic multiplication adds minimally to the noise, the integrated timing jitter on the tunable 100 GHz signals are also less than 1 femtosecond.

3.2. Achievable resolution with digital-photonic synthesis

Figure 4(B) shows the fractional frequency stability of the synthesized signals obtained with the digital photonic synthesizer in the RF, X-band and W-band at 100 MHz, 10 GHz and 100 GHz, respectively. Only a single frequency is shown for each band because the signals synthesized within one band exhibited the same fractional frequency stability. Also shown is the fractional frequency stability of the optical reference for comparison. From the Figure we observe that the excess DDS noise above the “ideal” OFD noise levels increased the fractional frequency stability to $> 1 \times 10^{-14}$ at 1 s averaging. The observed fractional frequency stability determines the frequency resolution of the DDS as a function of averaging time. For instance, at RF frequencies the maximum frequency resolution at 10 s averaging time is approximately 14 digits, or 1 part in $10^{-14}$. At carrier frequencies above 10 GHz, when the noise of OFD is comparable to that of the DDS, we obtain a frequency resolution of 1 part in $10^{-15}$ in a 1 s averaging time. At longer averaging times we observe a decrease in frequency resolution that results from the slow frequency drift ($< 10$ Hz/s at 282 THz) of the optical cavities. At these higher frequencies, the observed phase noise levels correspond to a combined fractional frequency instability of less than $2 \times 10^{-15}$ at 1 s averaging time reproducing the stability of the optical reference cavities.

3.3. High resolution microwave digital-photonic synthesis

As an illustration of the resolution possible with our agile X-band signals we demonstrate fine frequency stepping of the 10 GHz source. In our measurement, the output of
one DPS was incremented in 300 μHz steps. The 10 GHz stepped source from one digital-photon synthesizer was mixed with a local oscillator near 10 GHz and the down-converted signal was counted with a gate time of 1 s. Fig. 4(C) shows the readout of the stepped signal as performed with two local oscillators: a fixed 10 GHz signal from a H-maser referenced synthesizer, and a fixed 10 GHz signal from a second DPS. From the Figure, it is only possible to resolve the fine frequency steps of the photonically generated 10 GHz signal with a second DPS since the electronically referenced synthesizer lacks the necessary frequency resolution. Although 300 μHz resolution is shown here, an advantage of our synthesis approach is that the ultimate resolution is given by the 64-bit frequency tuning of the DDS, which corresponds to sub nHz frequency resolution. On the 10 GHz carrier, this yields an ultimate frequency resolution greater than 19 digits. Low-noise and fine frequency resolution is an important attribute of this technique, whose combination can enable improved security in communications by enabling low modulation data encoding, faster carrier detection and frequency hopping [59].

3.4. Noise in electro-optic multiplication

As progress in optical atomic references and DDS technologies continue to increase their respective frequency resolutions, the noise limitations in opto-electronic frequency multiplication and mm-wave photodetection become more pertinent. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the absolute phase noise of W-band signals generated via optical and electronic multiplication of 10 GHz signals generated via DPS. Also shown is the residual noise contributed by the opto-electronic multiplication setup, including the 100 GHz phase noise measurement setup. As seen in Fig. 5, the dominant source of noise for offset frequencies from 1 Hz - 1 kHz results from opto-electronic conversion in the high-speed photodetectors (green trace). From this trace we can estimate an upper limit to the flicker level of $-100 f^{-1}$ for detection of a 100 GHz signal. The blue shaded area from 10 kHz -3 MHz indicates the noise added by the 1.5 μm CW laser, FM-to-AM conversion in the optical etalon as well as AM-to-PM conversion of the in the phase modulator (EOM). Although the EOM is driven at very high power at 10 GHz, added noise in the power amplifier is expected to predominantly affect the noise floor of the amplified 10 GHz signals via the amplifier noise figure. We believe the dominant noise source in the electro-optic multiplication setup to result from amplitude fluctuations on the 10 GHz modulation signal being converted to phase noise in the optical sidebands. Intensity stabilization of the 10 GHz drive signal could be employed in the future to minimize phase noise due to AM-to-PM in the multiplication setup. Finally, from the residual noise measurements above, we find that the opto-electronic multiplication setup can support derivation of mm-wave signals with a frequency resolution at a level of 1 part in $10^{16}$ at 1 s averaging.

In principle, the technique of opto-electronic multiplication with filtering can be used to generate microwave or mm-wave signals at any multiple of the EOM drive frequency, up until the cut off of the W-band photodiode [54,55]. With higher bandwidth photodiodes [60] one could extend this approach to even higher frequencies. Aside from supporting the very low-noise possible with OFD, electro-optic modulation allows for efficient dissemination of microwave and mm-wave signals via a telecom carrier [61]. Finally, the techniques we introduce should be applicable to the generation of a low-noise microwave and millimeter wave signals with significantly improved stability for improved resolution and precision in optical arbitrary waveform generation, optical signal processing and ranging [62] [57].

3.5. Data summary: radio frequency, X-band and W-band synthesis with DPS

To put in perspective the power of microwave synthesis via optical frequency division, Fig. 6 provides a comparison of DPS synthesized electronic signals as compared to other room-temperature synthesizers. Also included is the phase noise of a fixed frequency cryogenic sapphire oscillator (CSO) at 11 GHz and the frequencies synthesized from CSOs via electronic multiplication to 103 GHz and electronic division to 10 MHz. As can be seen in Fig. 6(A), the spectral purity of our RF signals is comparable with
BVA quartz and with that of the CSO but with the benefit of full digital synthesis. In the X-Band and W-band seen in Fig. 6(B) and (C), respectively we observed comparable performance to CSOs but with the added benefit of broadband tuning. And as compared to room-temperature synthesis with quartz and competing photonic techniques, we observed gains in performance (nearly a 50 dB and 70 dB improvement close to carrier at 10 GHz and 100 GHz, respectively). Although the gain in performance comes with increased complexity in the present system, our photonic approach has the potential for great reduction in form factor and cost, while achieving still better phase noise.

Currently there are significant efforts aimed at advancing the technical maturity of the key technologies of OFD such that it could be realized in real-world settings. This includes both field and flight demonstrations of fiber-based lasers and frequency combs [63–67] and ultra-stable optical reference cavities [68–70]. Packaging of advanced photodiode technology has also been demonstrated [58, 71]. Thus, our development of the DPS architecture that can interface with these systems to enable broad bandwidth and versatile electronic synthesis becomes more important. In parallel, there has been significant effort aimed at miniature low-noise lasers and optical reference cavities [72–74], which could be further combined with micro-resonator frequency combs [75,76] to enable OFD with chip-integrated components [77], or even stand-alone clocks [78] and oscillators [79]. Such integrated systems would employ and benefit from the DPS technique we introduce here, thereby vastly extending the breadth and scope of current microwave capabilities and applications outside the laboratory.

4. Conclusions and outlook

We demonstrate ultra low-noise synthesis of agile RF, X-band, and W-band signals by a combination of electro-optic multiplication and RF digital synthesis to enable continuous electronic tuning across the microwave harmonic frequency comb generated via optical frequency division. This digital-photonic architecture enables user-defined broadband tuning with up to 15 digits of resolution for frequencies beyond 10 GHz and extending synthesis into the W-band at 100 GHz. User-defined synthesis of RF, microwave and mm-wave frequencies with the precision and stability of optical atomic references represents a significant advance in microwave synthesis with important consequences for basic science as well as military and civilian technologies. Finally, a redefinition of the primary frequency standard to an optical atomic clock will require a synthesis architecture such as this in order to link arbitrary electronic frequencies to the future SI second.
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